Effective Management of Your Temporary Physician Workforce

Procuring the medical talent you need through multiple locum tenens agencies can be time consuming and complicated. From managing your physician supply and vendor management technology, to locum tenens billing and physician credentials’ verification, you may not be getting what you need to efficiently and effectively manage your locum tenens workforce.

Locum Tenens Managed Services, offered by AMN Healthcare, the innovator in healthcare workforce solutions, provides a better way to administer your temporary physician workforce. Based on AMN’s successful managed services model exclusively for healthcare organizations, you’ll gain access to a temporary physician workforce management solution that can deliver greater efficiency, simplicity and cost savings.

One contact, maximum candidate choice & cost recovery solutions

This innovative program streamlines the procurement process and reduces your medical staffing vendor contacts to one; this can save significant staff time and resources for those healthcare organizations who are currently working with 10, 20 or even 30 or more locum tenen agencies. But changing to one point of contact does not affect access to top quality candidates.

In fact, using AMN as your managed services provider (MSP), whether you are a large health system or a contract group, provides you access to the same number of locum tenens staffing vendors and physicians as you would typically work with—sometimes more—due to AMN’s extensive network of affiliate locum tenens agencies who contract with AMN to support filling your needs.

How AMN’s Locum Tenens Managed Services program works

AMN’s Locum Tenens MSP team partners with healthcare administrators to manage their temporary physician staffing vendors, designing a custom solution to meet their specific needs. AMN has helped over 350 healthcare facilities to streamline their ordering, improve operational efficiencies, increase fill rates of healthcare professionals, reduce healthcare workforce management costs, improve credentialing and quality assurance and access the largest supply of qualified healthcare professionals to ensure quality patient care. Now, AMN is able to provide all these benefits for locum tenens, and, is able to collect reimbursements for locum tenens from payer sources to help offset the cost of locum tenens providers.
Elements of the program include:

- Single point of contact by a dedicated account team to oversee locum tenens’ administrative processing. Available with 24/7 customer support.
- Order management, including consolidated and centralized invoicing for all vendors and service level agreement tracking using the most advanced technology platform in the industry.
- Clinical management of candidates, including orientation, onboarding and performance management.
- Consolidated reporting and forecasting tools via a user-friendly client portal that provides access to an online vendor management system (VMS) that simplifies communications; technical training and support provided by AMN.
- Standardized quality control and credential management provided by ProCertify CVO, AMN’s credentialing and licensing service option for physician and advanced practice professionals.
- Locums Tenens Billing Service option available that reimburses you for services provided by locums from all your payer sources (Medicare, Medicaid, insurance and private pay).
- Periodic program reviews with leadership to make changes when needed.

Key benefits of AMN’s Locum Tenens Managed Services program:

- Streamlined operational efficiencies and improved utilization control – One account management contact and one contract provides you with access to a network of agencies and one invoice for all services from AMN.
- Over 20 years of temporary physician staffing expertise, provided by AMN’s dedicated locum tenens staffing division.
- Reduced time to fill, higher locum tenens fill rates and reduced staff time spent sourcing candidates and interacting with multiple agencies.
- Access to the largest pool of physician candidates through our own extensive database and access to a network of locum tenens agencies.
- Improved transparency and visibility into locum tenens spend; management reports to enable you to take appropriate actions to manage costs and utilization.
- Standardized quality control across all physician candidates.
- Best-in-class Vendor Management Software (VMS) technology platform.
- Locum tenens workforce cost reduction by managing utilization, creating standardized rate structures and reimbursement for locum tenens provider services that are not being billed today.
- Access to the largest locum tenens network of candidates and a locum tenens billing agency – all in one place!

If you’re ready to streamline your physician staffing program, contact AMN Healthcare for a complimentary consultation and a preview of the efficiency improvements offered through our Locum Tenens MSP.

AMN’s Locum Tenens MSP gives you the ease of working with just one locum tenens agency…with the combined candidate resources of many. Request a free assessment by calling (866) 871-8519.